The aim of this study was to compare the hemostatic efficacy of recombinant factor VIII Fc (rFVIIIFc) (Eloctate) and Advate by ex-vivo rotation thromboelastometry (ROTEM) of whole blood and to explore potential ROTEM parameters that may be more predictive of a patient's bleeding tendency than plasma FVIII activity. Thirteen clinical sites were selected to perform ROTEM on freshly collected blood samples from 44 patients in the phase 3 study for rFVIIIFc, including 16 patients undergoing sequential pharmacokinetic assessment of Advate and rFVIIIFc. Equivalent hemostatic activity was observed for rFVIIIFc and Advate in postinfusion samples, followed by improvements for rFVIIIFc in clotting time, clot formation time and alpha angle (a) for a longer duration than Advate, consistent with the pharmacokinetic improvements reported previously for rFVIIIFc. Our study did not demonstrate a statistical correlation between a patient's ROTEM activity at baseline or at trough and the occurrence of spontaneous bleeds while on prophylactic therapy. However, an association was observed between postinfusion clotting time and the occurrence of one or more spontaneous bleeds vs. no bleeds over a follow-up period of 1 year (P U 0.003). How well a patient's whole blood clotting deficiency is corrected after a dose of FVIII may be an indicator of subsequent bleeding tendency in patients with otherwise equivalent FVIII peak and trough levels. The technical challenges of standardizing the ROTEM, largely overcome in the current study, may however preclude the use of this method for widespread assessment of global hemostasis unless additional assay controls or normalization procedures prove to be effective. Blood Coagul Fibrinolysis 28:540-550
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Introduction
Rotational thromboelastometry (ROTEM) is an enhancement of the classical thromboelastography (TEG), a test for the assessment of global hemostasis by continuous recording of whole blood clot formation, clot characteristics and clot degradation [1] . ROTEM and TEG are primarily used to monitor hemostasis during surgical procedures [2] and evaluate the procoagulant activity of bypass agents in the treatment of hemophilia with inhibitors [3, 4] . A significant fraction of persons with severe hemophilia A, defined as having less than 1% of normal plasma factor VIII (FVIII) activity, do not present with spontaneous bleeding patterns typically associated with this group. Conversely, some persons with moderate hemophilia (1-5% FVIII) exhibit a bleeding phenotype more severe than expected on the basis of their levels of endogenous FVIII activity. The reason for these discrepancies is not well understood but could in part be because of the significant biological variability among other coagulation factors [5] [6] [7] . Laboratory assays that represent the entire coagulation process might predict the individual bleeding risk more accurately than FVIII activity and such a test would offer considerable clinical benefits by optimizing treatment regimens [8] . By measuring the hemostatic potential in a patient's whole blood sample, ROTEM and TEG may thus provide clinically relevant information on a patient's hemostasis that cannot be obtained from a plasma-based clotting assay.
Conceptually, clot formation may be considered as three overlapping phases: initiation, amplification and clot propagation. In this model, the coagulation defect in hemophilia A is thought to be in the amplification phase in which large-scale thrombin generation occurs. This phase is required for effective fibrin production and clot propagation [9] . As such, one might expect the differences in residual hemostatic activity between hemophilia A patients to be primarily a function of CT [the clotting time from recalcification to an amplitude (clot firmness) of 2 mm], which is thought to encompass the clot initiation and amplification phases. CFT (clot formation time from CT until a clot firmness of 20 mm) and a angle (angle of the tangent to the curve at a 2-mm amplitude) reflect primarily the clot propagation phase, which is largely influenced by platelet function and fibrinogen levels [10] . With careful titration of the coagulation activators, residual endogenous FVIII activity well below 1 IU/dl can be detected by ROTEM or TEG, which has also been proposed to account for interpatient differences in severe hemophilia [10, 11] . [19] . The phase 3 'A-LONG' study for evaluation of the safety, pharmacokinetics and efficacy of rFVIIIFc in previously treated patients with severe hemophilia A demonstrated an extended plasma half-life of rFVIIIFc relative to Advate ($1.5-fold increase, 19.0 h), as well as the safety and efficacy of rFVIIIFc for the control and prevention of bleeding episodes [20, 21] .
Potency of rFVIIIFc was assigned against the WHO 8th International Standard by a validated FVIII chromogenic substrate assay. One stage clotting and chromogenic activities of rFVIIIFc differ by less than 20% [22] , and a field study in 30 clinical hemostasis laboratories demonstrated that the activity of rFVIIIFc in spiked samples could be measured by all commonly used one stage clotting assays with accuracy and variability similar to that of Advate. Significantly higher reagent-dependent discrepancies were observed for other EHL FVIII products [23] , and some uncertainty remains whether the chosen method of potency assignment for modified replacement factors results in hemostatic efficacy in patients that is equivalent to that of conventional FVIII products.
The primary aim of this ROTEM study was to confirm equivalent ex-vivo whole blood clotting activity in postinfusion samples collected from patients receiving Advate and rFVIIIFc. We also explored a number of possible links between ROTEM activity and bleeding tendency in an attempt to uncover statistically meaningful correlations. It is important to note, however, that A-LONG study patients experienced relatively few bleeds, if any, and this study was not prospectively designed to evaluate the correlation between ROTEM results and bleeding frequency.
Methods
Clinical study design The A-LONG study was a phase 3 open label, multicenter, partially randomized study of rFVIIIFc in patients with severe hemophilia A. The protocol was approved by local institutional review boards and ethics committees, and the study was conducted in accordance with the International Conference on Harmonization Guidelines for Good Clinical Practice and the ethical principles outlined in the Declaration of Helsinki. All patients, or patient guardians, gave written informed consent. The study was registered with ClinicalTrials.-gov, number NCT01181128.
Rotation thromboelastometry site selection and training Study sites were chosen on the basis of the investigator's interest, existing ROTEM instrument and expertise among the 60 centers participating in the A-LONG study. Both ROTEM instrument models Gamma and Delta were used in this study, and no differences were observed for the quality control (QC) samples. All 13 participating sites were visited by a Bioverativ scientist at least once prior to study initiation to review the procedure and provide hand-on training.
Reagents and analytical controls
Each site was provided with a detailed assay procedure, all required reagents and frozen plasma controls to ensure consistent assay performance. Unique lots of star-tem, intem and recombinant (r) ex-tem reagents were reserved for this study to ensure that every site used the same reagent lots. These reagents were obtained from Tem Innovations GmbH and distributed to the participating sites by Bioverativ. The in-tem and ex-tem activator reagents were titrated for optimal sensitivity to FVIII across the entire pharmacokinetic range, and all sites prepared identical dilutions of these reagents by using prefilled vials of dilution buffer provided by Bioverativ. ROTEM instruments were calibrated by the vendor and performed within specifications as demonstrated by the manufacturer's 'ROTROL N' control (data not shown). Additional plasma controls prepared by Bioverativ, which contained Advate spiked into congenital FVIII-deficient plasma at 1, 5, 15 and 30 IU/dl, allowed a more detailed analysis of instrument and operator performance across the sites. These plasma control samples were tested in the INTEM, NATEM and EXTEM assays at each site 1-2 days prior to the analysis of a series of pharmacokinetic samples.
Sample collection
All sample testing was performed locally using whole blood freshly collected into 3-ml vacutainers containing 0.109-mol/l sodium citrate. Time points for blood collection coincided with the sampling schedule of the pharmacokinetic assessment(s) for each patient. All dosing during pharmacokinetic assessments were based on actual vial potency rather than nominal activity. Prior to Advate or rFVIIIFc infusion, patients had a washout period of at least 96 h. In the sequential Advate þ rFVIIIFc subgroup, samples for ROTEM analysis were 
Analytical procedure
Citrated whole blood samples were kept undisturbed at ambient temperature until ROTEM analysis was initiated consistently between 30 and 45 min after blood collection. For the INTEM analysis, an intrinsic (contact) activator, the in-tem reagent (ellagic acid) was diluted 300-fold in 10-mmol/l HEPES (4-(2-hydroxyethyl)-1-piperazineethanesulfonic acid) buffer pH 7.4 prior to addition of 20-300 ml of citrated blood. In the EXTEM analysis, human recombinant tissue factor (TF) was added as an extrinsic activator by diluting the ex-tem reagent 10 000 fold in 10 mmol/l HEPES buffer pH 7.4 supplemented with 1 mg/ml human serum albumin to approximately 1-pM TF. The exact TF concentration was not determined. The samples were recalcified by addition of 20 ml star-tem reagent immediately before initiating the ROTEM. The INTEM, EXTEM and NATEM ('native' activation by recalcification using only the star-TEM reagent) (recalcification by star-tem reagent only) runs were performed in parallel. With the availability of a fourth channel on the ROTEM instrument, one duplicate run could be performed at the discretion of the operator. Sample analysis was continued for at least 2 h or until the tracing indicated that maximal clot firmness was reached, but no longer than 3 h.
Data management
Run data were stored electronically on the ROTEM instrument and exported into tab-deliminated Excel files (Microsoft Corporation, Redmond, WA, USA) specific for each patient and pharmacokinetic profile. The electronic files were transmitted to Bioverativ for analysis. In addition, worksheets were provided to the sites for manual capture of study-specific data including patient identity, date and time of assay, reagent information, QC results, as well as the results for four key parameters from each run [CT, CFT, a angle, and maximum clot firmness (MCF) by NATEM, INTEM and EXTEM]. QC data provided by each site were reviewed by Bioverativ to verify instrument and operator performance prior to clinical sample analysis. To ensure the integrity of the ROTEM data, SAS (Statistical Analysis Software, SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC, USA) statistical software was used to verify accurate assignment of all runs to their respective patients and pharmacokinetic time points. In case both results from duplicate runs were valid, the average value was used in the analysis. For 163 of the 1379 ROTEM runs performed (of which 223 were duplicate sample analyses), the instrument issued an error code. Inspection of the raw data showed that 148 of the 163 error codes were not applicable to the four primary ROTEM parameters evaluated in this study. An additional 37 runs without an instrument error code produced invalid data for various reasons, including lack of data recording or outlier results, for example extremely low CT values, likely due to preanalytical mistakes (preactivation). In total, 52 runs produced invalid results. Eighteen of the 52 invalid runs had duplicate analyses that produced a valid result. Thus, the overall rate of ROTEM samples that were unanalyzable and/or for which the results were rejected was 2.9%.
Statistical analysis
Microsoft Excel and/or GraphPad Prism (GraphPad Software, Inc., La Jolla, CA, USA) were used for analysis and data plotting. Estimated CT values at trough and 'Time to 1000 s CT' were calculated assuming an exponential decay of FVIII activity and a log-linear relationship of clot time vs. FVIII activity at at least 6 h, thus resulting in a model of linear increase of CT over time. For patients that used an rFVIIIFc dose in routine prophylaxis that was different from the dose used in the pharmacokinetic and ROTEM assessments (50 IU/kg), the estimated CT values were adjusted on the basis of the individual's log (FVIII) vs. CT relationship derived from linear regression analysis.
Results

Rotation thromboelastometry assay standardization
Thirteen of the 60 A-LONG clinical sites participated in the ROTEM study. Standardization of the blood collection procedure and analytical method was an essential part of this study to ensure comparable results across all sites. Table 1 shows the INTEM results from 13 sites that performed a total of 31 control runs using shared frozen hemophilic plasma controls spiked at four different levels of FVIII. The mean CTs for the plasma controls among all sites were not statistically different from the in-house measurements obtained during eight independent runs on four instruments by a single operator (Fig. 1) . The variability in the clot time [INTEM % coefficient of variation, (CV)] for the thirteen sites ranged from 10.3 to 17.3% at the four FVIII levels, which was approximately twice the variability observed for repeated inhouse measurements (4.3 to 8.2% CV). No outlier laboratories were observed. The average CV across all sites and FVIII concentrations (15% CV) was considered adequate for this study as the primary aim was to compare the hemostatic potential of Advate vs. rFVIIIFc within each patient, largely depending on assay precision at each site. Although these QC procedures were useful for verifying instrument performance, reagent quality and operator competence, they could not account for the variety of preanalytical variables that can potentially affect coagulation assays [24] .
Baseline rotation thromboelastometry assessment Forty-four A-LONG patients underwent ROTEM analysis, which was performed only during the time of their pharmacokinetic assessment. Twenty-six patients had no measurable FVIII activity (<0.5 IU/dl) in their ROTEM baseline sample prior to infusion of FVIII.
Interpatient variability (% CV) for the INTEM CT in these samples was 42%. For 25 of 26 patients that formed a clot by INTEM in the absence of FVIII during the 2-3 h of measurement, the interpatient % CV for CFT and a angle were 85 and 27%, respectively. Twelve patients had no measurable FVIII activity on the final day(s) of the pharmacokinetic profiling and thus had two or more 'baseline' ROTEM samples. The average intrapatient variability for the INTEM CT in these patients was 22% (range 0.4-53%), whereas the interpatient variability for the mean CT was 25% in the same group. The observation that multiple ROTEM measurements per individual greatly reduced the interpatient variability, and the relative closeness of intrapatient and interpatient variability suggests that in our study, a single ROTEM measurement may not be a reliable marker for evaluating a patient's whole blood clotting potential at baseline. Residual or endogenous FVIII activity below 0.5 IU/dl, or preanalytical variability that may not have been well controlled across all sites, likely contributed to high ROTEM variability at baseline.
Postinfusion and pharmacodynamic rotation thromboelastometry assessment Sixteen of the 44 ROTEM patients were part of the pharmacokinetic subgroup that received both Advate and rFVIIIFc. The earliest sample after Advate or rFVIIIFc administration that could be evaluated in this subgroup was collected 6-h postinfusion (see the 'Methods' section), at which point comparable mean clot times were observed for Advate and rFVIIIFc (Table 2) . Twentyfour hours after infusion, and at all subsequent time points, the samples collected from patients dosed with rFVIIIFc exhibited shorter whole blood CTs than samples collected at the same time intervals after infusion of Advate. The prolonged hemostatic efficacy observed after rFVIIIFc infusion correlated well with the extended plasma circulation of rFVIIIFc, adding approximately 1 day to the 'time to trough' compared with Advate (Fig. 2) .
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ROTEM CT represents the time to onset of clot formation after recalcification (clot initiation and amplification phase). We also evaluated clot formation time (INTEM CFT) and alpha angle (INTEM a) to compare the subsequent rate of clot formation (propagation phase) between rFVIIIFc and Advate. Figure 3b and c indicates slightly shorter CFT and steeper a angle on average for rFVIIIFc compared with Advate, but it is not clear whether these differences are significant. The MCF did not show a dependency on the level of FVIII activity. At very low or absent FVIII activity, some samples did not form a clot and therefore did not produce an MCF result during the run. For samples that did reach a maximal clot firmness at any time during the run, similar MCF results were observed for Advate and rFVIIIFc (data not shown).
Correlation of rotation thromboelastometry activity and bleeding incidence
The incidence of spontaneous breakthrough bleeds was monitored for 23 ROTEM patients that were on stable prophylaxis while enrolled in the A-LONG study and after rollover into the extension study for a total duration of 1 year. Patients in the ROTEM study that did not roll over into the extension study (did not have 1 year combined follow-up), or who did not remain on a stable regimen were excluded from this analysis as dose adjustments midyear due to bleeding events (or lack of bleeds) would have confounded the analysis. INTEM CT, CFT and a angle were evaluated for a possible correlation with the patient's bleed rate, including preinfusion and postinfusion values and estimated ROTEM values at trough during prophylaxis. Whole blood clotting activity after complete washout of replacement factor should represent the residual coagulation potential in the absence of any measurable FVIII and might thus be expected to correlate with a patient's bleeding tendency and clinical phenotype [11] . In our study, no correlation was observed between preinfusion ROTEM results and the occurrence of spontaneous bleeds over the 1-year observation period in these 23 patients (Fig. 4a ). An association was however observed between postinfusion CT at the time of pharmacokinetic assessment and the occurrence of one or more spontaneous bleeds vs. no bleeds over a period of 1 year (P ¼ 0.0031 by Mann-Whitney test, Fig. 4b ). The median CT after infusion of 50 IU/kg rFVIIIFc for patients with at least one bleed (n ¼ 10) was 506 s (range 483-572 s), whereas those patients without any bleeds (n ¼ 13) had a median postinfusion CT of 427 s (range 363-605 s). The majority of the bleed-free patients (11/13) had a postinfusion CT below the lowest CT in the group with at least 1 bleed. The median FVIII activity at the time of postinfusion ROTEM measurement was 77.5 IU/dl in the bleed-free patients and 80.4 IU/dl in those with one or more spontaneous bleeds. No correlation was found between postinfusion FVIII levels and the occurrence of spontaneous bleeds (P ¼ 0.418).
Maintaining a minimal trough level of FVIII activity is important for the prevention of spontaneous bleeding. We thus evaluated whether lower FVIII trough levels could correlate with the bleeding frequency in our patients. The median-estimated FVIII levels at trough based on each patient's pharmacokinetic parameters and dosing regimen were 2.10% (range 0.14-6.10%) in the bleed-free group and 1.85% (range 0.30-7.45%) in the patients with one or more bleeds. No significant difference was observed in the estimated trough FVIII activities between the two groups (P ¼ 0.250). As the actual ROTEM measurements at predose (baseline) may have been unreliable due to high assay variability at very low FVIII levels, we estimated each patient's CT at trough by extrapolation from their more robust ROTEM data obtained at higher FVIII levels during the pharmacokinetic assessment. For each patient, the predicted CT was adjusted for his dosage and longest regular dosing interval. Lower interpatient variability was indeed observed for the estimated CTs at trough compared with the actual CTs measured at baseline (Fig. 5 ), but the difference between the bleeding vs. bleed-free group was again not statistically significant (P ¼ 0.238). The 'time to 1% FVIII' is often derived from a patient's pharmacokinetic data to determine treatment intervals as prolonged time spent below 1 IU/dl FVIII increases the probability of spontaneous bleeds. Yet many patients require higher levels to avoid breakthrough bleeds whereas others exhibit no bleeds at trough levels below 1 IU/dl [26] . We chose a CT of 1000 s as an arbitrary 'target level' based on the observation that the median-estimated CT at trough for the 13 bleed-free patients was 1015 s. Extrapolating from the ROTEM measurements obtained at higher FVIII levels we predicted the 'time to 1000 s CT'. A good correlation was observed between 'time to 1000 s CT' and 'time to 1% FVIII' for 36 patients that had successfully completed both pharmacokinetic and ROTEM assessments (R 2 ¼ 0.70, Fig. 6 ) which was expected as both parameters are a reflection of the patient's rate of FVIII clearance. Based on the patient's dosing intervals, we also estimated the 'time spent above 1000 s CT' for the 23 patients on stable prophylaxis, which may represent a period of inadequate factor coverage analogous to 'time spent under 1% FVIII'. On average, patients experiencing no bleeds during the 1-year observation period indeed spent less time above 1000 s CT than those with bleeds, with a difference in the median time of 0.43 days (Fig. 7) . However, considerable variability was observed within each group, ranging from À1.5 to þ2.5 days and the shorter time spent above 1000 s CT for bleed-free patients was not statistically significant (P ¼ 0.442).
Discussion
The choice of potency assay for a modified coagulation factor is critical if it is to provide the same in-vivo hemostatic efficacy per international unit (IU) as observed for conventional FVIII products. Although the efficacy of a FVIII product is formally determined by the clinical response during the treatment and prevention of bleeds, methods for quantifying the number of bleeds, or the number of doses required to treat a bleed, lack precision. Evaluating whole blood clotting activity by ROTEM or TEG is perhaps the closest surrogate method available for quantifying a patient's coagulation potential in response to a replacement factor. By comparing the relative performance of two products head to head in the same patient, interpatient and interlaboratory variabilities of ROTEM responses become essentially irrelevant. Our analysis of 16 patients undergoing sequential pharmacokinetic assessments included more than 140 rFVIIIFc, and 60 Advate samples for which both measurable plasma FVIII activity and ROTEM results were available. On average, the INTEM whole blood CTs in postinfusion samples collected 6 h after administration of 50 IU/kg Advate or rFVIIIFc differed by less than 1%. Average INTEM CT results from the repeat analysis of postinfusion samples during the second rFVIIIFc pharmacokinetic assessment 3 months later also remained within 3% of the original values, confirming the good precision that could be achieved for this method by rigorous instrument and assay standardization.
Our results demonstrate that the potency assignment of rFVIIIFc provides a hemostatic efficacy per unit of FVIII that is indistinguishable from that observed for Advate, a well established full-length recombinant FVIII product. Equivalent in-vitro efficacy was also observed at low FVIII levels in which the average ROTEM CT per IU remained comparable between rFVIIIFc and Advate, as shown by the overlapping and parallel regression lines. The overall correlation between INTEM CT and measurable FVIII activity by the one-stage clotting assay was 0.761 (Pearson R 2 ) for 157 samples. We thus expect that rFVIIIFc provides hemostatic efficacy comparable with that of Advate throughout the entire measurable range of FVIII activity. Phlebotomy procedures likely varied between sites and in our experience even minor preactivation of samples can significantly shorten the CT in global hemostasis assays. In one of our own observations during this study, prolonged application of a tourniquet before and during blood collection resulted in a clot time of less than 400 s at baseline in the absence of any measurable FVIII (unpublished). Although a small number of such obvious outliers could be identified in our study and excluded from the analysis, significant impact of preanalytical variability on the baseline ROTEM data likely remained.
Comparable whole blood clotting potential for rFVIIIFc and Advate at equivalent doses was also demonstrated by EXTEM and by NATEM. However, INTEM CT using a 300-fold dilution of the vendor provided intrinsic activator (ellagic acid) appeared to be the most reliable method in our studies, typically demonstrating the lowest interassay variability in human samples, as well as in the plasma controls. Other studies also demonstrated that intrinsic activation provides more robust measurements than extrinsic TF-based activation of coagulation and that CT was less affected by interdevice variability than other ROTEM parameters [25, 27] . In our study, a angle and CFT were also proportional to FVIII across the entire range, but significantly more scatter was observed for these parameters (Fig. 3b and c) . Comparable MCF results were also achieved for rFVIIIFc and Advate, suggesting that the Fc modification in rFVIIIFc does not interfere in the later stages of clot formation or clot stability. Overall, our results suggested that equivalent efficacy may be achieved for rFVIIIFc and Advate in the treatment of acute bleeds and in maintaining hemostasis at trough levels. The overall safety and efficacy of rFVIIIFc was subsequently confirmed by our clinical studies [21] .
Establishing a clear correlation between global hemostasis and a patient's bleeding phenotype has been an elusive goal, yet continues to be of interest in the management of hemophilia [8, 10] . Intrapatient biological variability in coagulation factors over longer periods of Thromboelastometric activity of recombinant factor VIII Fc Driessler et al. 547 time [5] [6] [7] may limit our ability to connect global hemostasis measurements with bleeding events that occur at later times. Temporal biological variability, combined with assay imprecision, may also be a reason why interpatient variation in global hemostasis measurements could thus far not be traced to persistent differences in particular clotting factors. Potentially, mathematical modeling of the coagulation process could more accurately predicted the limiting factor(s), with the finding by [28] that normal variation in TF pathway inhibitor may have the highest impact on the level of thrombin generation.
Relatively few spontaneous bleeds were observed in the 44 ROTEM study patients, and many patients adjusted their dosing regimen when observing breakthrough bleeds or in the prolonged absence of any bleeds. Despite these limitations, 23 patients were identified for which bleeding data were recorded over the course of a full year while on a stable prophylaxis regimen. In these patients, a higher postinfusion ROTEM activity (shorter clot times) was associated with the absence of spontaneous bleeding. Specifically, 11 patients who achieved an INTEM CT of 482 s or less in our test system following a 50-IU/kg dose of rFVIIIFc were bleed-free during the entire following year, whereas all patients with more than 482 CT (n ¼ 10) experienced one or more bleeds. The extent to which a dose of FVIII corrects the clotting defect in a patient depends on the composition of his other procoagulant and anticoagulant factors [16, 29] . We speculate that factors contributing to shorter clot times observed after infusion are also likely to influence residual hemostasis at very low levels of FVIII and may thus explain our observed correlation with bleeding tendency. Our data thus suggest that how well a patient's clotting deficiency is corrected after a dose of FVIII may be an indicator of subsequent bleeding tendency in patients with otherwise equivalent FVIII trough levels. Meanwhile, it is possible that small amounts of endogenous FVIII below 1% influence a patient's bleeding tendency during extended dosing intervals. Minor amounts of endogenous FVIII activity would, however, not contribute to the postinfusion ROTEM response. As it is difficult to accurately measure residual FVIII levels below 1%, an analysis of the patients FVIII genotype could be used to verify absence of residual endogenous activity. In a prospective study, limiting the analysis to those patients with an intron 22 inversion and other nonsense or null mutations may avoid the confounding effect of potential minor amounts of residual FVIII activity. In our study population, the genotypes were approximately evenly distributed between the two groups. The 13 bleed-free patients included five intron 22 inversions, three nonsense mutations and five other mutations (duplications, frameshift, splice or missense mutations). The 10 patients with one or more bleeds included four intron 22 inversions, one nonsense and five other mutations. Although the numbers were small, there appears to be no bias in the FVIII genotypes among the two groups. A postinfusion ROTEM or TEG measurement in patients without any measurable FVIII activity, perhaps in combination with a pharmacokinetic assessment, may provide an optimized dosing regimen for a given replacement factor, or a method for comparability with a modified clotting factor product in which plasma activity assays show discrepant results. If properly implemented, this approach might also result in lower factor consumption while minimizing breakthrough bleeds.
As there is considerable lot-to-lot variation in ROTEM/ TEG reagents, a universal threshold value for a favorable whole blood CT in response to FVIII cannot be established on the basis of our results without common calibration standards. The consistency observed for our plasma control results suggest that normalizing local ROTEM data against frozen or lyophilized reference plasmas might reduce interlaboratory and lot-to-lot variation. In our study, the association of postinfusion CT with bleeding status was maintained, but not improved, when normalizing the ROTEM data against each site's average control plasma results at the 30% FVIII level (data not shown). Such normalization against a shared plasma control might nevertheless be effective when laboratories are using different reagents or assay procedures, as has been suggested previously for the thrombin generation test [30] .
Conclusion
In conclusion, ex-vivo whole blood ROTEM analysis showed improved CT, CFT, and alpha angle for rFVIIIFc for a longer duration than Advate, consistent with the higher FVIII activity by the one-stage and chromogenic assays reported previously. Furthermore, we demonstrated equivalent hemostatic activity per IU for rFVIIIFc and Advate, indicating that rFVIIIFc and Advate should be equally efficacious in maintaining hemostasis or in the treatment of bleeds. We also observed a striking association between faster postinfusion clot times by ROTEM and the absence of breakthrough bleeds in patients that had otherwise equivalent FVIII peak and trough levels. As our study was not designed or powered to establish correlations between bleeding phenotypes and global hemostasis measurements, larger prospective studies would be needed to validate the predictive value of a postinfusion whole blood clotting assay. The technical challenges of standardizing the commercial ROTEM assay, largely overcome in the current study, may however preclude the use of this method for widespread assessment of global hemostasis, unless additional assay controls or normalization procedures prove to be effective.
